
We demonstrate that we can discover important information about a 
patient using a sentence transformer based ML pipeline. In particular, we 
predicted time to diagnosis via classification. 


 The unsupervised clustering technique applied to vectorized text 
descriptions of diagnoses produced useful groupings of the diagnoses, 
providing additional interpretability, particularly for clinically focused 
users.


Further work will incorporate refinements to the models in this 
framework as well as incorporation of text data from different sources.

CONCLUSION
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Patients were split into one of two groups: in one, their medical history 30 days before initial diagnosis was excluded, and 
records up to one year before that date were considered. In the other group, the exclusion period was extended to 150 days, 

again with a one-year examination period

FIGURE 1 Creation of patient groups split by XGBoost

When the centroid-clusters were evaluated manually, they were found 
to group the diagnoses into clear topics. All patients’ BC diagnoses 
came from a single second-order cluster, and none had diagnoses from 
this cluster before BC diagnosis date.



The XGBoost model trained using patient position in this vector space 
achieved an F1 score of 0.7792, with 76% accuracy. 



Two versions of the XGBoost model were attempted, one which took as 
input the vectors of the specific diagnoses a patient recieved at each 
visit, and another which instead used the centroid of the cluster that 
each diagnosis belonged to. There was no significant change in model 
accuracy between these two feature sets, indicating that the clusters 
were tightly grouped.

FIGURE 2 Cluster Formation from free-text

FIGURE 3: ROC curve on binary classification XGB Model

INTRODUCTION

Early identification of disease in a patient’s journey is of critical importance in 
patient care[1]. However, the complex, multidimensional and frequently 
incomplete nature of patient data make this difficult[2].  Machine Learning (ML) 
methods have promising applications in this space, but can suffer from low 
explainability [3]. We present a novel interpretable pipeline to predict relative 
time to diagnosis in breast cancer patients using natural language vectors 
produced by sentence transformers on patients’ ICD-10-CM diagnosis 
descriptions.
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 12,360 patients with a BC diagnosis, stratified by age, race, and sex, pulled 
from the Syapse Learning Health Networ

 All ICD-10 diagnosis descriptions from these patients’ EHRs  vectorized using 
a  Biomed-RoBERTa, BERT sentence transformer[4

 Vectors were clustered with K-means, with a silhouette score used for 
optimal cluster number

 Patients were randomly assigned one of two categories, 30 days or 150 days 
before breast cancer diagnosis. Medical history after this date was blanked

 An XGBoost model, using the vector position of their diagnoses, was used to 
classify them
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